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Step 1: Check package contents 

The following parts are included in delivery: 

1 Corrugated stainless steel tip, Ø 22 mm, length 25cm

2 Stainless steel extension segment, smooth, Ø 20mm, 

 length 25cm, 1, 2 or 3 pieces (Total length 50, 75 or 100 cm)

3 Stainless steel head Ø 45 mm

4 Stainless steel eyebolt as a pull-out aid 

Step 2: Assembly

• Screw the basic hardware together. There is only one extension piece that fits onto the corrugated segment 

with the pointed tip. Screw both parts together so that the Anchor Base logo is entirely intact. You can then 

screw on as many additional extensions as you wish.

• Replace the Anchor Base anchor with the threaded pin included in the package. Screw the Anchor Base um-

brella stand onto the Lawn Spike.

Step 3: Use

• Push the Lawn Spike and the Anchor Base into the ground. It is especially easy to do this if you push down on 

the base of the Anchor Base with your hands first and then finish pushing with your foot. 

• When pulling out, it is best to grab the ball handle on the Anchor Base first and to then grab the base.

• If the ground is particularly hard, you can screw the head on the Lawn Spike before screwing on the Anchor 

Base and drive the Lawn Spike into the ground with a hammer. To more easily remove the Lawn Spike, remo-

ve the Anchor base and put a pole through the screwed-in eyebolt to pull out.

Note

On lawns the base of the Anchor Base provides almost no support and is held up entirely with the Lawn Spike. 

To guarantee the rigidity of the Lawn Spike, all segments must be screwed tightly together. It is particularly 

important to make sure that all threads and contact surfaces are free of dirt.

Keeping the threads and screw holes clean also makes it easier to unscrew the segments. If you are unable to 

turn the segments on your own, try doing it with a partner.

If the ground in your garden is too hard or too soft in certain areas, try putting the Lawn Spike in another spot 

nearby before screwing on additional segments or hammering it in

You can leave the Lawn Spike in the ground. If you choose to do so, it is best to screw on the head to keep the 

screw hole clean and to clearly mark its location.


